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PVPLC Perfects RECIPE

Thanks are extended to the following people for
their outstanding efforts that made our May 2010
Annual Meeting at Cal State University Los Angeles
a great success—Philip LaPolt as Local Committee
Chairperson, Felipe Arevalo, who was in charge of
catering, Amber Wright, who handled the room
reservations, and Michelle Hernandez, who handled
the parking and signage, our own John Roberts and
Dan Guthrie, and Gloria Takahashi for leading the
Junior Academy part of the meeting, symposium
organizers, and plenary speakers Jerry Schubel of
the Aquarium of the Pacific and Jed Fuhrman of the
University of Southern California. Registration was
more than 300, with 82 oral presentations, 41 poster
presentations and 13 oral presentations by Junior
Academy participants. Special thanks is given to two
major financial sponsors, The Port of Los Angeles and
the Palos Verdes Peninsula Land Conservancy.
continued on page 8

The program’s title Research, Education,
and Community Involvement Program for
the Environment (RECIPE), provides the
essence of the vision. Research in the preserves
would be conducted to develop scientific and
management information and involve students
from elementary through university level work
to foster sound scientific education for youth as
well as research opportunities for academia.
During the past four years, the RECIPE
research program has involved many students
in varying ways. Through an additional grant,
weather stations have been installed in middle
school campuses for teachers to engage students
in the science of weather with the units and
continued on page 7
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Volunteers of all ages participate in bimonthly bird surveys at
a PVLC restoration site. The Palos Verdes/South Bay Audubon
Chapter provides experienced birders that not only provide
identification guidance, but cheerfully help novice birders
develop birding skills.

In managing the preserves, PVPLC’s vision
extends beyond land conservation and habitat
restoration. Important activities include trail
maintenance, education, volunteer activities,
and research. Incorporating research into
a management program is atypical for land
management organizations, but PVPLC values
research as an important component of its
programs. Fortunately Alcoa Foundation shared
that vision and, in 2006, funded a program that
not only started the research program but also
forged a solid relationship between the two
organizations.
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Over 1500 acres of open space lie nestled in
the hills of the Palos Verdes Peninsula, which
are managed as preserves by the Palos Verdes
Peninsula Land Conservancy (PVPLC). All
of this land is open to the public for their
enjoyment and education. The largest is the
Palos Verdes Nature Preserve, containing over
1300 acres of coastal sage scrub habitat with
stunning ocean views. Several species of concern
are found in the preserves, including the
threatened California gnatcatcher (Polioptila
californica californica) and coastal cactus wren
(Campylorhynchus brunneicapillus), along with
plants like the island green dudleya (Dudleya
virens ssp. insularis) and Santa Catalina Island
desert-thorn (Lycium brevipes var. hassei).

Congratulations SCAS Student
Award Winners!
The following posters won at the 2010
SCAS Annual Meeting held in May 2010.
Congratulations to all who participated!
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Winner: Ecology and Evolutionary Biology
99E: The Effects of Illumination, Scent, and Microhabitat as
Predator Cues on the Foraging Behavior of Mojave Desert
Rodents.
Bryan White and Anthony Garcia, Southern California
Ecosystems Research Program (NSF-UMEB), California
State University Fullerton, Department of Biological
Sciences, Fullerton, CA, 92831
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Winner: Fisheries Biology
84F: The Effects of Oceanographic Variability and Fishing
Pressure on Fish Populations at Rocky Point.
Chelsea Munoz, Mackenzie Hansler, and Drew Hanson.
Vantuna Research Group, Occidental College, Department
of Biology, Los Angeles, CA, 90041
Winner: Molecular Biology And Physiology
72M: Effects of Glutathione on Dendritic Cell Response to
Mycobacterium Tuberculosis Infection
Brenda Gonzalez1, 2, Karanjodh Johal1, Carlos
Guerra1, Alan Cundari1, John Chan2 and Vishwanath
Venketaraman1, 2*
1—California State Polytechnic University, Pomona,
CA
2—College of Osteopathic Medicine of the Pacific, Western
University of Health Sciences, CA 92336.
Honorable mention: Molecular Biology
83M: The Estrogenic Effects of Diethylstilbestrol on the
Maturation and Differentiation of Embryonic Thymocytes
Faraj Mourad, University of La Verne, Biology Department,
La Verne, CA, 91750
Winner: Physical Science
79P: Nutrient Analysis of the Ballona Saltwater Marsh,
Estauary and Creek
Dominic Leone and John Dorsey. Santa Monica Bay
Restoration Commission, Loyola Marymount University,
Department of Natural Science, Los Angeles, CA, 90045

The following students won Presentation Awards
at the 2010 SCAS Annual Meeting held in May
2010. Congratulations to the winners and to all
who participated!
PHYSICAL SCIENCES
EVALUATING CONTROLS ON HYDROLOGIC
RECOVERY IN BURNED WATERSHEDS IN THE
SAN BERNARDINO MOUNTAINS
Alicia M. Kinoshita and Terri S. Hogue. Water Resources
and Hydrology, UCLA, Department of Civil and
Environmental Engineering, Los Angeles, CA 90095.
MOLECULAR BIOLOGY AND PHYSIOLOGY
EFFECTS OF DELAYED HATCHING ON MUSCLE
AND SKELETAL DEVELOPMENT, SWIMMING
ACTIVITY, AND FEEDING RATE IN LARVAL
CALIFORNIA GRUNION, LEURESTHES TENUIS
T. Treybig, A. Carrillo, and K. Dickson. California State
University Fullerton, Department of Biological Science,
Fullerton, CA, 92834.
ECOLOGY AND EVOLUTION
Awardee-ABUNDANCE, HABITAT USE AND MOVEMENT
PATTERNS OF THE SHOVELNOSE GUITARFISH
(RHINOBATOS PRODUCTUS) IN A
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA ESTUARY
T.J. Farrugia, M. Espinoza and C.G. Lowe. California State
University Long Beach, Department of Biological Sciences,
Long Beach, CA 90840.
Honorable Mention-ECOPHYSIOLOGICAL STUDY OF RUSCUS
ACULEATUS AND R. MICROGLOSSUM:
MORPHOLOGY, GAS EXCHANGE, AND
HYDRAULICS
A. Pivovaroff, R. Sharifi, L. Sack, and P. Rundel. UCLA,
Department of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology, Los
Angeles, CA, 90095-1606.

In the fall 2002, the SCAS Board of Directors created an annual competition to fund student research.
Competition commenced in spring 2003 and continues today, awarding 3-4 students cash prizes between
$750-$2,000 every year. At Marymount College last year the following students were recognized:
Andres Carrillo (CSUF)-Effects of extended incubation on skeletal development, body shape and feeding rates in the California
grunion, Leuresthes tenuis.
Elysse Gatdula (Cal Poly)- Molecular biogeography of some California species of Aglajidae (Mollusca: Opisthobranchia).
Aaron Sappenfield (UCR)-Depositional environments of the Wood Canyon Formation (southern California) and their
influence on the distribution and preservation of Ediacaran macrofauna.

In addition to cash prizes, winners have the opportunity to present either a poster or oral presentation at
the following annual meeting. Look for them at our May 2011 meetings at Marymount College!

SCJAS Standout Bonnie Lei Finalist in
Intel Science Talent Search

Second place honors and $75,000 went to Michelle
Hackman, 17, of Great Neck, N.Y., who studied the
effect of separating teenagers from their cell phones.
In her personal life, Michelle, who is not sighted,
launched a rural secondary school in Cambodia that
benefits girls confronted with significant gender
violence and sex trafficking.
Third place and $50,000 went to Matthew Miller,
18, of Elon, N.C., who studied how the placement
of small bumps on the surface of wind turbine
blades can dramatically affect their aerodynamics
and increase their efficiency at generating electricity.
“The creativity and leadership of these 40 Intel
Science Talent Search mathematicians and scientists
hold tremendous potential to move our country
forward,” said Intel President and CEO Paul
Otellini. “They are already addressing real-world
problems like cancer treatment, disease prevention
and national security. We need to identify the
common characteristics that inspired these high
school seniors to successfully revitalize math and
science education nationwide.”
“Bonnie Lei is an amazing student with remarkable
talent,” said WHS Grade Level Coordinator
Jennifer Tucker. “She has a kind-hearted spirit and a
yearning to make this world a better place. And she
will always be known as one of Walnut’s finest.”

SCJAS Represents at Feb 2011 AAAS Meeting
The following students were selected at our May 2010 Annual Meeting to represent the SCJAS at the Feb.
2011 national meeting of the American Jr. Academy of Sciences (AJAS) in conjunction with the 177th
Annual Meeting of the American Association of Academies of Sciences (AAAS) in Washington, DC.
Bonnie R. Lei. Walnut High School: Cryptic Species And Synonyms: A Reclassification of the Tropical Spurilla Genus
Brian Diep, San Gabriel High School: Mitochondrial Activity and Autophagy Response in Myoblasts
Sumit Mitra, University High School: The Effect of Photosensitization of Fullerne-Based Nanoparticles on Reactive Oxygen Species
Generation and Toxicity to Viruses in Various Aqueous Environments
Steve Hoffman, Loyola Marymount University: Detecting Antibiotic Insensitivities in Wetland Bacteria
Anne Marie Kelleghan, Notre Dame Academy: An Analysis of Coliform Bacteria Levels in Ballona Creek
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The 40 finalists in the Intel Science Talent search
were selected from a pool of 1,740 applicants from
across the US. Bonnie was one of 40 seniors who
received an all-expense paid trip to Washington,
D.C. from March 10-15 to participate in final
judging, meet with notable scientists, and compete
for the top award of $100,000. The top winners
were announced at a black-tie gala award ceremony
at the National Building Museum on March 15.
Though she did not finish in the top ten, Bonnie was

Evan O’Dorney, 17, of Danville, Calif., won the top
award of $100,000 from the Intel Foundation for
his mathematical project in which he compared two
ways to estimate the square root of an integer. Evan
discovered precisely when the faster way would
work.
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Bonnie’s project was titled “Cryptic Species
and Syonyms: A Reclassification of the Spurill
Genus Based on Morphological and Molecular
Phyogeology.” She combined DNA and anatomical
analysis of sea slugs for her Intel Science Talent
Search animal sciences project. This work was
fostered and mentored through the SCJAS
program of SCAS—an article describing her
research appeared in the Spring 2009 issue of The
Smilodon. Bonnie studied two different tropical
sea slug species and found that they were genetically
indistinct. She also found that a Bahamas
population of these sea slugs was genetically distinct
enough to be a separate species, and has proposed a
new taxonomic name for it. Her analysis indicated
that the populations diverged some five million
years ago, when a sea channel closed, partially
isolating the Bahamas area from the Atlantic
Ocean. Her work may provide crucial insight into
the biodiversity of this genus.

awarded in excess of $7,500 as an acknowledgement
of the success of her research.
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Walnut High School senior Bonnie Lei was
selected to advance to the Finals where students will
compete for $1.25 million in awards. Intel Science
Talent Search is the oldest and most prestigious
pre-college science competition that brings together
the best and brightest young scientific minds in
America.

GPS Use May IMpact Brain Function
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McGill University researchers have presented
three studies suggesting depending on GPS to
navigate may have a negative effect on brain
function, especially on the hippocampus, which
is involved in memory and navigation processes.
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There are two major ways of navigating: by
spatial navigation or by stimulus-response
methods. The spatial method uses landmarks
and visual cues to develop cognitive maps that
enable us to know where we are and how to get
where we want to go. The second method relies
on repeatedly
traveling by the
most efficient
route, as though
on auto-pilot.
The second
method will
be familiar to
those using
GPS.
Functional
magnetic
resonance
imaging (fMRI)
scans were
taken of older
adults who
were GPS and
non-GPS users.
The subjects
accustomed to
navigating by
spatial means
were found to
have higher activity and a greater volume of grey
matter in the hippocampus than those used to
relying on GPS. These adults also did better on
a standardized test used in the diagnosis of mild
cognitive impairment, which often precedes the
onset of Alzheimer’s disease.
The hippocampus is believed to be involved
in memory and in navigation processes such
as the ability to find new routes and identify
short cuts. It is one of the first areas of the brain
to be affected by Alzheimer’s disease, which
results in memory loss and difficulties in spatial
orientation.
An earlier study by University of London
researchers showed that in London taxi drivers,
who spend three years learning their way around
London by spatial methods rather than GPS),

part of their hippocampus is larger than in a control
group of non-taxi drivers. See the PhysOrg article:
http://www.physorg.com/news140336390.html, for
example. As in the current research, the presence of
a link does not necessarily show causality, and in the
London cabbies, the sheer volume of knowledge they
must gather may also be involved.
Neuroscientist Veronique Bohbot of McGill University
in Montreal, Canada, said the results of the studies
suggest using spatial memory regularly may improve the
function of the hippocampus and could help ward off
cognitive impairment as we age.
Bohbot
suggested it
may be wise to
restrict GPS
use to an aid
in finding the
way to a new
destination,
but to turn
it off on the
way back or
when going
somewhere
that is not
new. Building
cognitive maps
takes time
and effort,
but with the
hippocampus,
it may be a
case of “use
it or lose it,”
and Bohbot
said she does have fears that reducing the use of spatial
navigation strategies may lead to earlier onset of
Alzheimer’s or dementia.
The McGill University studies were presented at the
Society for Neuroscience’s annual meeting in November
2010.
More information: Neuroscience’s annual meeting:
http://www.sfn.org/am2010/

save the dates!!!
SCAS 2012 Annual Meeting-May 4 and 5
at Occidental College

NASA Study Finds Earth’s Lakes are Warming

Researchers Philipp Schneider and Simon Hook of
NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadena used
satellite data to measure the surface temperatures of 167
large lakes worldwide.

Scientists have long used air temperature
measurements taken near Earth’s surface
to compute warming trends. More
recently, scientists have supplemented
these measurements with thermal infrared
satellite data that can be used to provide a
comprehensive, accurate view of how surface
temperatures are changing worldwide.
The NASA researchers used thermal
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PASADENA, Calif. – In the first comprehensive global
survey of temperature trends in major lakes, NASA
researchers determined Earth’s largest lakes have
warmed during the past 25 years in response to climate
change.
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They reported an average warming rate of 0.45 degrees
Celsius (0.81 degrees Fahrenheit) per decade, with some
lakes warming as much as 1 degree Celsius (1.8 degrees
Fahrenheit) per decade. The warming trend was global,
and the greatest increases were in the mid- to highlatitudes of the Northern Hemisphere.
“Our analysis provides a new, independent data source
for assessing the impact of climate change over land
around the world,” said Schneider, lead author of the
study published this week in the journal Geophysical
Research Letters. “The results have implications for
lake ecosystems, which can be adversely affected by even
small water temperature changes.”
Small changes in water temperature can result in algal
blooms that can make a lake toxic to fish or result in the
introduction of non-native species that change the lake’s
natural ecosystem.

infrared imagery from National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration and European
Space Agency satellites. They focused on
summer temperatures ( July to September in the
Northern Hemisphere and January to March
in the Southern Hemisphere) because of the
difficulty in collecting data in seasons when
lakes are ice-covered and/or often hidden by
clouds. Only nighttime data were used in the
study.
The bodies studied were selected from a global
database of lakes and wetlands based on size
(typically at least 500 square kilometers –
193 square miles – or larger) or other unique
characteristics of scientific merit. The selected
lakes also had to have large surface areas
continued on page 7

Did Quiet Sun Cause Little Ice Age After All?
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by Govert Schilling (Reprinted from Science NOW, the online magazine of the AAAS)
instance, in a recent paper in Geophysical Research
BOSTON—For decades, astronomers and
Letters, solar physicist Karel Schrijver of the Lockheed
climatologists have debated whether a prolonged
Martin Advanced Technology Center in Palo Alto,
17th century cold spell, best documented in
California, and his colleagues argue that during the
Europe, could have been caused by erratic
Maunder Minimum, the sun couldn’t have dimmed
behavior of the sun. Now, an American solar
enough to explain the Little Ice Age. Even during a
physicist says he has new evidence to suggest
prolonged minimum, they claim, an extensive network
that the sun was indeed the culprit.
of very small faculae on the sun’s hot surface remains to
The sun isn’t as constant as it appears. Instead,
keep the energy output above a certain threshold level.
its surface is regularly beset by storms of swirling
Not so, says Peter Foukal, an independent solar
magnetic fields. As a result, like a teenager
physicist with Heliophysics Inc. in Nahant,
plagued with acne, the face of the sun often
Massachusetts, who contends that Schrijver and his
sprouts relatively
colleagues are “assuming
dark and short-lived
an answer” in a circular
“sunspots,” which
argument. According to
appear when strong
Foukal, who presented his
magnetic fields
work yesterday here at the
inhibit the upwelling
summer meeting of the
of hotter gas from
American Astronomical
below. The number
Society, there is no reason
of those spots waxes
to believe that the network
and wanes regularly
of small faculae would
in an 11-year cycle.
persist during long periods
However, even that
of solar quiescence. In
cycle isn’t immutable.
fact, he says, observations
In 1893, English
between 2007 and 2009,
astronomer Edward
when the sun was spotless
Maunder, studying
for an unusually long
historical records,
time, reveal that all forms
noted that the cycle
of magnetic activity
Brrr ... Cold winters in 17th century Europe, as shown in this
essentially stopped
painting by Hendrick Avercamp, may have been caused by a diminished, including the
of solar activity after all.
between 1645 and 1715. lack
small-faculae network.
Credit: Hendrick Avercamp/Wikimedia Commons
Instead, the sun was
What’s more, detailed observations from orbiting solar
almost devoid of sunspots during this period.
telescopes have shown that the small faculae pump out
In 1976, American solar physicist John “Jack”
more energy per unit surface area than the larger ones
Eddy suggested there might have been a causal
already known to disappear along with the sunspots. So
link between this “Maunder Minimum” in the
if the small faculae start to fade, too, that would have an
number of sunspots and the contemporaneous
even stronger effect on the total energy production of
Little Ice Age, when average temperatures in
the sun. “There’s tantalizing evidence that [during the
Europe were a degree centigrade lower than
Maunder Minimum] the sun may have actually dimmed
normal.
more than we have thought until now,” Foukal says.
One might expect the absence of dark spots to
Even so, Foukal concedes that other factors, such as
make the sun slightly brighter and hotter. But
enhanced volcanic activity around the globe, may also
the absence of other signs of magnetic activity,
have played a role in causing Europe’s Little Ice Age.
such as bright patches of very hot gas known as
Meanwhile, the biggest worry to solar physicists—and
faculae more than compensates for this effect.
to society—is that no one knows what caused the
So in fact, the total energy output of the sun is
sun’s prolonged quiescence in the first place. As far as
lower during a solar minimum. If the minimum
anybody knows, a repeat of the Maunder Minimum
is prolonged, as it was in the second half of the
could start within a few years with the next dip in the
17th century, the dip in output might indeed
number of sunspots.
affect Earth’s climate.
However, scientists have debated whether
the effect could have been large enough. For

NASA Study

...continued from page 5

located away from shorelines, so land influences did not
interfere with the measurements. Satellite lake data were
collected from the point farthest from any shoreline.

In North America, trends were slightly higher in the

...continued from page 1

an interactive website. Over 120 high school
students have participated in science research
on the preserves, through either classroom
projects or individual research projects. An
additional 22 interns have participated in
research restoration activities. Currently, six
students are using the preserves in their pursuit
of advanced degrees. University professors have
been utilizing the preserves for their studies
and classroom field trips for many years, but
PVPLC aims to enhance the experience by
conducting research projects to gain more
detailed scientific knowledge of the preserves.
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The largest and most consistent area of warming was
northern Europe. The warming trend was slightly
weaker in southeastern Europe, around the Black and
Caspian seas and Kazakhstan. The trends increased
slightly farther east in Siberia, Mongolia and northern
China.

Perfect RECIPE
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southwest United States than in the Great Lakes region.
Warming was weaker in the tropics and in the midlatitudes of the Southern Hemisphere. The results were
consistent with the expected changes associated with
global warming.
The satellite temperature trends largely agreed with
trends measured by nine buoys in the Great Lakes,
Earth’s largest group of freshwater lakes in terms of total
surface area and volume.
The lake temperature trends were also in agreement
with independent surface air temperature data from
NASA’s Goddard Institute for Space Studies in New
York. In certain regions, such as the Great Lakes and
northern Europe, water bodies appear to be warming
more quickly than surrounding air temperature.
For more information about NASA and agency
programs, visit: http://www.nasa.gov .
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Lake Tahoe from Emerald Bay. Lake Tahoe was one of 169 large
inland water bodies included in JPL’s study to determine if lakes
could be a reliable indicator of temperature increase associated with
global climate change.

Rasoul Sharifi has students measure the canopy of a California
buckwheat (Eriogonum fasciculatum) prior to sampling for
biomass determination. The students gain hands on experience
research experience and play a contributing role in the project
develop an estimate of the amount of biomass contained within a
hectare of coastal sage scrub.

With the diverse research projects being
undertaken in the preserves, PVPLC
recognized the need for and advantage of having
field and academic expertise for our research. A
Science Advisory Panel was created, consisting
of 47 members from our local universities,
agencies, businesses, schools, and community
volunteers, to provide that support.
In conducting these activities, partnerships are
critical to the success of the research. PVPLC
provides the opportunity and knowledge of
the preserves, while students, universities,
researchers, and community members provide
the manpower and expertise to carry out the
research. PVPLC views SCAS as one of those
important partners. The Junior Academy
program for high school students provides
an opportunity for students to expand their
research experience. The Annual Meetings
afford an excellent venue for researchers,
students and professionals alike, to share their
findings.
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The Daniel A. Guthrie Exceptional Service Award was established in 2010 by the SCAS Board to recognize
individuals who have made outstanding contributions to SCAS. The award was first presented at the 2010
Annual Meeting to Dan Guthrie in appreciation of his many years of service. Among his many contributions,
Dan served as Editor of the Bulletin, Treasurer, and Corresponding Secretary. In addition, he collected
abstracts and prepared the Programs for Annual Meetings, has been active on Junior Academy Committee,
and has worked as unofficial archivist.

Address correction requested
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Abstracts of the meeting presentations are published in our Bulletin, Vol. 109, no. 2 in August 2010.
Congratulations and welcome to two newly elected Board members, Lisa Babilonia of the Clark
Paleontology Museum and Mark Helvey of NOAA Fisheries Service, and one newly appointed member
Bengt Allen of Cal State University Long Beach, who was appointed to fill a vacancy created by the
resignation of Russell DiFiori.
I especially want to thank John Roberts, who served as Board President from 2008 to 2010, for his
excellent leadership and hard work in over seeing a major Board reorganization, and furthering the goals
of our Academy. He has generously agreed to serve now as Vice President.
If you have scientific papers to publish remember that our Academy Bulletin publishes papers by
members without page charges, so please consider submitting your manuscripts relating to Southern
California.
Jonathan N. Baskin, President

